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Abstract: Getting a job after graduation is like a dream comes true for every student after graduated. However, issues related to unemployment problems among graduates keeps increasing in the country. One of the main causes of unemployment that occurs among graduates is the rising project-based employment in the industry. Project-based employment is a system of employment in which the workers only work throughout the duration of the project or within a short-term period only. Project-based employment systems are widely implemented in industrial companies to save costs. To face this project-based employment system, students need to have strong skills and self-motivation. If they lack self-motivation, it will be difficult for them to tackle project-based employment. Therefore, the elements of self-motivation are the important fundamentals for students especially in the vocational institutions. Therefore, the elements of self-motivation need to be constantly refined and improved by the institutions to ensure that the graduates are equipped with strong self-motivation elements to work in the project-based employment in future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education is an important component in meeting the country's needs and promote the cultural, social, political and economic development of the nation. Excellent education system is not only for the benefit of teaching, but they are capable of producing high quality and semi-skilled workforce [1]. In order to ensure the country can produce high-quality workforce, the institutions need to equip students and graduates with essential workforce attributes.

In addition, institutions need to be more aware of project-based employment systems that are increasingly implemented in our country [2]. Employers in industrial sectors often use project-based employment system to save costs of the companies. Moreover, employers would earn more profit because they just need to pay the workers for the duration of the project that they work only [3].

The fresh graduates who are involved in project-based employment environment later will use their existing skills while working. They will also be able to hone and improve their skills [4]. This can also help them to place themselves in various fields of work. Although this project-based employment provide temporary jobs to fresh graduates, it also helps graduates to strengthen their self-motivation, so that they are better prepared to face the challenges in the industry [5].

In Malaysia, the elements of self-motivation embedded in the education system also play an important role in producing skilled and semi-skilled workforce in the world of temporary employment [6]. Graduates with good technical skills, without the elements of self-motivation are still considered not good enough. One study found that there are elements that must be present among technical and vocational graduates to ensure their capabilities of communicating, innovating and being confident in facing challenges at the workplace. The combination of these elements of self-motivation will enhance the graduates' productivity as well as the production of the industrial companies [7].

Therefore, a graduate should view employment as a factor in improving themselves to be a contributor to the company. By improving the quality of work and learning new things at the workplace, graduates are not just getting better along with their employers, but they are also elevating their potential to get better jobs in the future. As such, the vocational institutions need to incorporate self-motivation elements for technical students into project-based employment and help generate new ideas while they are in the industry.

A. Unemployment among Fresh Technical Graduates

One of the keys to career development for graduates is having a higher education. However, a study conducted by the Malaysia Department of Statistics in 2017 shows that 51,247 undergraduate students were found to be unemployed. The results of the study illustrate that among the factors contributing to the issue of unemployment among fresh graduates is due to the increasing contract job or project-based employment.
This is evidenced by a statement from the President of the Congress of the Unions in the Public Service (CUEPACS) (2017), which estimates that there are 60,500 workers in the public sector who are contracted or hold part-time positions. In addition, the results of the study show that many employers in industrial companies prefer to provide project-based jobs to fresh graduates to minimize business costs.

This is particularly frustrating to the fresh graduates because most of them prefer to work permanently and refuse temporary job [8]. They are now facing tough competition in getting permanent job. In the face of competition for employment, graduates have no choice but need to accept project-based employment while waiting for permanent job offer [9].

On the other hand, the vocational institutions are also used to focusing more on the students’ academic regardless of the importance of soft skills in employment such as self-motivation. Institutions pay less attention to the effort of cultivating self-motivation among their students, making them less able to market themselves in the future work environment. Students who possess low self-motivation have a lower chance of getting job and they hardly adapt well to the work environment [10].

The findings of the Ministry of Higher Education (2012) in The National Graduate Employability Blueprint 2012-2017 present some problems that were most frequently identified by employers among graduates. They were lack of confidence in English (55.8%), lack of knowledge in self-awareness (37.4%), asking for unrealistic salaries or benefits (33%), skills mismatch (30.2%), inability to accept change (27.7%), job choice (25.9%), as well as poor attitude and personality (23.8%). This is a major demand of the industry and it clearly indicates that these are the elements that fresh graduates are lacking.

II. PROJECT-BASED EMPLOYMENT

Project-based employment means contract work or temporary employment that causes the workforce to have a limited time frame for working with a company. They work on projects that require only their manpower and skills. The employment-based contract workers are usually not called as employees because they have a period of work in keeping with the project they are working on [11].

Companies or industries that use project-based employment systems will have service contract agreements in the form of legal documents detailing the terms agreed to in the professional contract. The purpose of the contract agreement document is to legally protect the workforce and the company [12]. The contract agreement document requires the workforce and company to sign it as an evidence for future reference.

Project-based employment systems are increasingly being adopted by employers, especially in industrial sector companies such as the construction, mechanical and electrical equipment [13]. They are best suited to use project-based employment systems as the industrial sector requires workers only as the project progresses. In addition, employers will also be able to limit the number of project running simultaneously.

Nowadays, more and more companies, especially in the industry use project-based employment system for labour. This is to reduce cost. The industry will be able to reduce the cost of payroll as the workforce is only working during the project. Besides, the employers can manage the workforce more systematically throughout the project.

The duration of the contract workers have been determined and their level of progress will be assessed based on their performance throughout their contract. The employment period of a contract labourer in the company may be extended annually or monthly. The workforce is also likely to depend entirely on the needs of the company as long as the service is needed by the company. The labour force will be terminated once the project is completed successfully or the service is no longer needed by the company [14].

A. Advantages of Project-Based Employment

Fresh graduates need to be more aware and prepared for the current job market situation. Graduates who are looking for opportunities can get more advantages through a system like project-based employment carried out by the industry now. This is because graduates are able to develop their skills after working through project-based employment. Once graduates enter the working environment, they will be given the opportunity by employers to show and develop their talents and skills.

In addition, project-based employment also will train and inspire the graduates to be more independent, open minded and more mature in decision making [15]. This is because the graduates will not be able to be too demanding, unproductive, and being dependent on their parents. Graduates who are self-reliant, open-minded and mature will find it easier to get a better job in the future.

Moreover, graduates will also be able to enhance their interpersonal skills through project-based employment. A degree without a solid personality does not guarantee success in the workplace. Their experience interacting with other personnel or third party through project-based employment can develop their interpersonal skills.

Furthermore, through project-based employment, graduates will also learn to manage their time better and be more positive. This is because graduates need to plan their career carefully to avoid being unemployed after the contract or job appointment is over. Graduates will always put themselves in a position to avoid the pressures of the surrounding environment [16]. They will become more organized and positive after going through project-based employment.

Graduates will also be able to learn and gain as much experience as possible during the project-based employment period. By gaining experience through project-based employment, graduates will be able to use their experience to get a better job in the future. Graduates who do not have experience in a particular field
will keep working to get a new experience. The experience gained can be categorized as an advantage and highly valued by the employers. Most employers consider graduates with working experience as more mature and have a higher chance of getting a better job than other candidates [17].

On the other hand, employers also get many advantages on the implementation of project-based employment. Industry companies will benefit greatly as they only need to spend on employees who work within the period to complete the project. They can also select more semi-skilled workers with lower pay to complete the projects.

B. Weaknesses of Project-Based Employment

Although project-based employment has many positive impacts on the employees, it also has some negative impacts on the workforce that works through the project-based employment. One of the consequences is that the workforce has to work for several months to get a job based on the industry-acquired projects. To prevent unemployment, the workforce needs to be more prepared and able to take advantage of the existing job opportunities [18].

In addition, the workforce also has to bear the risk that the employer can terminate them in two ways: through ‘just cause’ and ‘without cause’ [19]. First, employers may terminate their employees for certain reasons. If an employee violates the rules, the project-based employment will be terminated. Some of these factors may be due to theft, illegal activity, fraud, violence or any other inappropriate behavior. Whereas the second method is the ‘without cause’ which means that the status of the job can be terminated just without any reason or action. This is when an employer wants to reduce the number of employees or the employees are not eligible to work in the company.

Due to this, to cope with project-based employment, new graduates need to compete more for jobs. This is because employers choose only qualified, highly confident workers who have high self-awareness and initiative in dealing with project-based employment.

III. SELF-MOTIVATION IN FRESH TECHNICAL GRADUATES

In order to make our country more competitive, an effective education system is essential to produce a highly skilled workforce. Technical skills education is another important component of today's education for a highly skilled workforce. Besides, technical skills education is also crucial to attain and enable an economic vision like other industrial countries such as Japan, Germany, Taiwan and South Korea. However, Malaysia still lacks high-skilled students in technical skills especially among the youngsters.

Therefore, lecturers are required to enhance self-motivation of the technical students to meet their diverse needs especially for students to face project-based employment. Elements of self-motivation such as self-confidence, self-awareness and initiative are needed [20] to ensure that the students are able to translate ideas and develop their mind and skills.

Fresh technical graduates are fresh graduated students who have an interest in technology and engineering education to meet the needs of the workforce both in the industry and abroad. These fresh graduates will likely be trained to become professional and semi-professional workforce in various fields of technology and engineering.

The change in a student's future career depends on his or her motivation. Today, institutions and industries are working and helping one another to equip students and fresh graduates with self-motivation elements. In addition to outstanding academic achievement, students and fresh graduates also need to have strong self-motivation elements including high self-confidence, self-awareness, initiative in grabbing opportunities, committed to doing things, optimistic about achieving ambitions and having deep interest in something [21].

The results of the study show that the employers prefer workers who have high self-esteem and are comfortable dealing with others. Graduates who have good self-awareness are also likely to attract employers compared to graduates who are only interested in something without knowing their capabilities. Employers also choose graduates who are innovative in their attitude compared to those who are optimistic but do not know how to seize opportunities and embrace change.

Furthermore, most employers have the mindset that good-quality graduates are those who can become efficient workforce, where the quality comes from the workers who have a strong motivation element. An efficient workforce will also be able to reduce the employers' dependence on foreign workers [22]. Graduates that are sought after by employers in today's workforce is not those who only concern about academic but also possess great technical skills and a strong self-motivation.

Therefore, the institution must emphasize the elements of motivation among their fresh graduates. This is because fresh graduates find it difficult to adapt to the job. In addition, many employers require graduates who are not only academically wise but also have skills and elements of self-motivation. The element of self-motivation is so important for all fresh graduates to put themselves in the work environment.

A. Importance of Self-Motivation Elements in Project-Based Employment

There are a lot of advantages for someone who is self-motivated. Self-motivated individuals are more likely to be organized, have good time management skills and have more confidence. Both employers and employees with good time management determine the success of a company. Employers in the industry desperately need workers who can manage their time efficiently. This is because graduates who can manage their time well and are orderly can help employers to be more focused and succeed [23].
Moreover, students and graduates who understand and develop self-motivation within themselves are able to control many other aspects of their life better. Graduates will be able to handle a given task very well. Graduates will also be able to manage and complete their job on time. This causes employers in industries to value graduates’ with self-motivation more that other candidates before hiring them. Other than that, self-motivated graduates also can easily find their own strength to complete a task, even in the face of challenges, without giving up or needing others to motivate them. Graduates who are able to solve problem and has initiated attitude are highly needed by employers in industrial companies. This is because they will help the employers solve the problem with minimum supervision. Employers will also put their trust in employees who can solve problems well and always have the initiative to grow the company further.

B. Factors Affecting Elements of Self-Motivation

Self-motivation will help students be more confident and have self-awareness. Besides having excellent academic achievement, students need to have strong self-motivation elements including confidence in communication and some other elements such as self-awareness and initiative. Employers are more likely to find qualified self-motivated workers without the need for in-house training [24].

One of the factors that influences one’s motivational element is gender. There are women who dismiss gender issues because to them, self-esteem is more important in facing life challenges. That is why female students are viewed to have high self-esteem compared to male students. They are more bold in expressing their opinions and more open-minded.

According to a study in western countries, over 80% of workers are dismissed not because of unsuccessful work issues. They are dismissed because they have a problem with their attitude especially problems with their colleagues. In this case, male workers are easier to adjust and adapt to the new workplace. This is because they are more receptive to new situations and easier to associate with other colleagues [25].

For students, the field of specialization will focus more on the field of study to be pursued after graduation. The field of specialization is like the starting point for a career. It is also a factor that influences the motivational element of students. For example, the field of electrical has more limited careers as compared to the more specialized areas of construction.

Employees are an important aspect of any industry. If employees are able to master the elements of self-motivation, the industry will be able to achieve a higher level of excellence. With them, employers can better develop their company. If workers do not have sufficient element of self-motivation, it will be more challenging for employers in the industry to keep up and develop.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the elements of self-motivation are essential for students in the vocational institution. Therefore, the elements of self-motivation should always be improved and embedded from time to time by the institutions to ensure that the graduates produced are equipped with strong self-motivation. Graduates of vocational institutions should also be prepared for project-based employment system for a place in the job market later. Self motivation is viewed as a very important element by the employers as they require skilled and competent employees from various aspects to help improve the quality of work so as to cope with project-based employment.
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